
Summer Sun Meet Information

Road Closing:

The main intersection into Sussex Academy Route 9 and Airport Road will be CLOSED.
The following is from DEL DOT

Please allow for 5-10 minutes extra traveling time.

TRAFFIC ALERT - Closure of Airport Road for Reconstruction
Traffic Information: As part of the Georgetown East Gateway Improvements Project, DelDOT announces to
motorists that Airport Road will be closed for intersection improvements. These improvements will consist of the
following: the realignment of Airport Road to intersect with US 9/East Market Street/Lewes-Georgetown Highway at
an improved angle.

Times and Dates: 6 AM on Saturday, June 12 until 5 PM on Friday, August 27, pending weather.

Location: Airport Road between US 9/East Market Street/Lewes-Georgetown Highway and Sterling Avenue,
Georgetown.

Detour Route:

US 9/East Market Street/ Lewes-Georgetown Highway to South King Street to Airport Road.

Detour signage will be posted for motorists.



Masking Requirements-

- Anyone entering Sussex Academy Aquatic Center must wear a Face Covering and
comply with mandated social distancing and mass gathering rules. Any issues with the
face covering must be addressed with the Meet Referee prior to the start of the meet.
Swimmers may not remove face coverings until behind the blocks.

- We understand that Delaware has rolled back most of their Covid-19 restrictions. I would like to
assure everyone that Mako Swim Club is committed to giving the swimmers the best opportunity
to race, and providing spectators the best viewing opportunity possible. Safety is still our number
one priority! Just to be clear, Mako Swim Club is not responsible for defining what rules are in
place at Sussex Academy.  Sussex Academy determines the rules for their own Facility and Mako
Swim Club will be required to abide by their rules at all times while inside their facility.

Clerk of Course:

- Swimmers are responsible for getting to the check in when lineups are called.

- Shoes MUST be worn from the parking lot into the building. Swimmers must have a
mask on before entering the building and leave it on until behind the blocks.

Spectators:

- As of right now, we are allowed to let two spectators on deck per swimmer per heat.
They will have to leave the pool deck as soon as the heat is over.   As far as relays go,
and the increased number of swimmers on deck, Sussex Academy will be allowing one
spectator per swimmer.  Although we like to allow more spectators on deck that is all we
can currently do.

- Spectators will have a tent to line up at to the left of the front entrance door to enter per
heat.

- We will also be streaming the swim meet on YouTube as well.  We will send out the link
before the meet.



Facility Diagram:

Tents and Chairs allowed in the parking lot for parents/spectators, the front row of the parking lot
will be closed to vehicles.

Parents / Spectators will be allowed use of the restrooms at the “Nest” which is the building
between the two turf fields.

Drop Off Area - The row of the parking lot behind this closed off area will be a spot marked for
drop/off and or unloading.

Coaches and Officials have reserved parking behind aquatic center

Thank you for attending the Mako Summer Sun swim meet!


